Yandex.Terra and MAGE combine their efforts for the execution of joint projects in the field of marine seismic data processing

Moscow, October 27, 2014. Yandex.Terra (Seismotech, Ltd) and MAGE (Marine Arctic Geological Expedition, JSC) companies signed a partnership agreement. The purpose of the agreement is to unite resources and technologies in order to increase productivity and improve the quality of seismic data processing. The cooperation includes the joint execution of projects and complex provision of services in the field of marine seismic data processing based on the same technologies starting from the earliest stages of projects, as the onboard seismic data processing. Close interaction between experienced professionals of both companies, the usage of technologies and workflows provided by the domestic software package “Prime” and Yandex.Terra’s computing resources provide the full-featured independent domestic solution to perform a full cycle of seismic data processing of any volume and complexity, from the onboard quality control to the high performance computing in a data centre, allow the parties to reduce the projects execution time, as well as to develop new technologies and to adapt software based on the characteristics of particular data and assigned geological tasks.

JSC MAGE is a modern fast-growth company providing complex solutions of geological objectives for development of mineral resources base of Russia since 1972. MAGE renders today wide range of geological-geophysical services for study of geological structure of the shelf areas, transition zones and adjacent onshore areas of the Arctic and World Ocean including acquisition, processing and interpretation of 2D/3D seismic data, ecological and engineering surveys.

Yandex.Terra has its own patented and certified full-featured domestic software package “Prime” for interpretative processing of 2D/3D/3C seismic data, as well as the long team experience in the area of on-shore and off-shore seismic data processing. The current capacity of the Yandex.Terra data processing center is 4000 computing cores; it is one of the largest Russian service centers in the oil and gas industry. The geography of practical experience in Prime software includes more than 100 land and marine projects in various regions of the world.
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